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Shadow Defender is a
comprehensive and reliable

software solution designed to
protect your computer from

malware, viruses and a variety
of other threats that can

influence and change your
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system's settings and contents.
In essence, the utility is fairly

simple to understand. It creates
a clone of your original PC,
using all or one user-defined
system drives when entering

what is called 'Shadow Mode',
similar to a virtual environment.

This way, any alterations,
attacks or settings were applied

in 'Shadow Mode', will be
instantly discarded when
switching it off. Shadow

Defender provides you with two
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methods of going into 'Shadow
Mode', namely 'Exit Shadow

Mode at Shutdown' and 'Enter
Shadow Mode on Boot',

enabling you to select whichever
you prefer best. Shadow
Defender prevents any

permanent damage from being
afflicted on your computer, so
regardless of the activities you
perform, files you download or
documents you modify, when

exiting 'Shadow Mode', they will
instantly be reverted to their
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initial state. However, the
program allows you to specify

certain folders and files that will
be excluded from 'Shadow
Mode', thus keeping any

changes you might have made,
even when exiting from this
protection environment, and

committing them to the original
volume automatically. Similarly,

you can add one or more
'Registry' items to the exclusion

list, thus applying all
modifications to them.
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Additionally, Shadow Defender
offers a manual method of
permanently saving a file or

change to the volume,
specifically by using the

'Commit Now' function. This
can be found in the program's
interface, but it also integrates

into your context menu,
enabling you to right-click the

item you want to save and select
the 'Commit by Shadow

Defender' option. To
summarize, Shadow Defender is
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an interesting application that
provides you with a new means

of protecting your PC both from
virus attacks and their negative
influence on your system's files.

Pros: Shadow Defender is a
robust software solution, that

offers a variety of useful
features and functions for those
concerned with protecting their

PC, including a successful
firewall, browser protection,

anti-spyware, antimalware and
performance monitoring
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options. As Shadow Defender
offers its users a clone of their

original PC, which is
automatically activated and

deactivated when the program is
run, you can simply revert your
system to its original state when

you exit 'Shadow Mode', and
prevent any permanent damage

from being inflicted on your
system. Most importantly,

Shadow Defender gives you the
options of permanently saving

specific files and folders in your
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PC's hard disk, thus saving you
the hassle of

Shadow Defender Crack+

* Eliminates any changes to the
volume made while operating in
'Shadow Mode' * Traces almost
all modifications made to files
in your system * Allows you to

exclude specific files and
folders from Shadow Mode *

Protects your system from
malicious programs * Commits
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all modifications to the disk's
system to permanent storage *

Registers changes made to your
system's registry to a list of
excluded items * Activates

command boxes and context
menus * Acts as a background

program * Applies registry
modifications and security

exceptions while the computer
is turned off * Displays system

exceptions in a list * Enables the
Commander feature * Excludes

registry items from Shadow
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Mode * Excludes specific
folders from Shadow Mode *
Excludes a specific file from

Shadow Mode * Excludes
multiple files from Shadow

Mode * Excludes a specific file
from Shadow Mode * Excludes
a specified folder from Shadow

Mode * Excludes specific
folders from Shadow Mode *
Excludes a specified file from

Shadow Mode * Excludes a
directory from Shadow Mode *
Excludes all files from Shadow
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Mode * Excludes folder(s) from
Shadow Mode * Excludes a

specific file from Shadow Mode
* Excludes multiple files from

Shadow Mode * Excludes
multiple files from Shadow

Mode * Excludes registry items
from Shadow Mode * Excludes

a specified directory from
Shadow Mode * Excludes

folder(s) from Shadow Mode *
Excludes a specified file from
Shadow Mode * Excludes all
files from Shadow Mode *
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Generates a log that contains all
exceptions during Shadow Mode
* Generates a log that contains

all registry changes during
Shadow Mode * Generates a log

that contains all security
modifications during Shadow

Mode * Lists exceptions during
Shadow Mode * Lists

exceptions during Shadow Mode
* Lists security modifications
during Shadow Mode * Lists
security modifications during

Shadow Mode * Lists
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exceptions during Shadow Mode
* Lists exceptions during

Shadow Mode * Lists registry
modifications during Shadow

Mode * Lists registry
modifications during Shadow

Mode * Lists security
modifications during Shadow

Mode * Lists security
modifications during Shadow

Mode * Lists exceptions during
Shadow Mode * Lists

exceptions during Shadow Mode
* Lists exceptions during
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Shadow Mode * Lists
exceptions during Shadow Mode

* Lists exceptions during
Shadow Mode * Lists

exceptions during Shadow Mode
* Lists exceptions during

Shadow Mode * Lists
exceptions during Shadow Mode

* Lists exceptions during
Shadow Mode * Lists

exceptions during Shadow Mode
* Lists exceptions during

Shadow Mode * Lists
exceptions during Shadow Mode
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Shadow Defender is a
comprehensive and reliable
software solution designed to
protect your computer from
malware, viruses and a variety
of other threats that can
influence and change your
system's settings and contents.
In essence, the utility is fairly
simple to understand. It creates
a clone of your original PC,
using all or just one user-
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defined system drives when
entering what is called 'Shadow
Mode', similar to a virtual
environment. This way, any
alterations, attacks or settings
were applied in 'Shadow Mode',
will be instantly discarded when
switching it off. Shadow
Defender provides you with two
methods of going into 'Shadow
Mode', namely 'Exit Shadow
Mode at Shutdown' and 'Enter
Shadow Mode on Boot',
enabling you to select whichever
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you prefer best. Shadow
Defender prevents any
permanent damage from being
afflicted on your computer, so
regardless of the activities you
perform, files you download or
documents you modify, when
exiting 'Shadow Mode', they will
instantly be reverted to their
initial state. However, the
program allows you to specify
certain folders and files that will
be excluded from 'Shadow
Mode', thus keeping any
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changes you might have made,
even when exiting from this
protection environment, and
committing them to the original
volume automatically. Similarly,
you can add one or more
'Registry' items to the exclusion
list, thus applying all
modifications to them.
Additionally, Shadow Defender
offers a manual method of
permanently saving a file or
change to the volume,
specifically by using the
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'Commit Now' function. This
can be found in the program's
interface, but it also integrates
into your context menu,
enabling you to right-click the
item you want to save and select
the 'Commit by Shadow
Defender' option. To
summarize, Shadow Defender is
an interesting application that
provides you with a new means
of protecting your PC both from
virus attacks and their negative
influence on your system's files.
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Shadow Defender Screenshots:
...more conditions might apply...
Similar software shotlights:
Functional Keys Publisher's
description Functional Keys is a
utility that allows you to assign
function keys to the applications
you use. Functional Keys lets
you assign function keys to the
applications you use. The
benefits of using this utility are
obvious: your function key is no
longer a mystery and you will be
able to remember which
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function Easy Import
Publisher's description You will
never need another app for
importing as you can import all
your favorite network address
book contacts to this app by just
dragging and dropping the CSV
file. This app will make all your

What's New in the?

Embed this on your web page
Designed and Developed by,
MarkWare "... something is
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wrong with your computer!" -
Windows XP ErrCade (Test E-
Mail) "Notepad is a text editor
program designed for use with
DOS and Windows. Notepad
provides a basic text and editing
view for typed or handwritten
text. It is small, simple, and fast.
It has no graphical user interface
(GUI), and no internal design or
development tools." ''Welcome
to the Portcullis Website. " -
Welcome to Portcullis From:
"gsoyedog" ") july 19, 2010 at
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12:12 pm ''To:*"chris.riley""
july 19, 2010 at 12:16 pm ''{ {
{} } {} or { { {} " } {} } }''
''To: "chris.riley" or
"chris.riley"" Hi, Thank you for
your reply. Yes, I have searched
as well, but the one I discovered
had no'safety valves' - the same
result from all of them. I am not
trying to screw around with my
computer, so please be
understanding of my ignorance,
and this, my first question here.
- 'gsoyedog' From: "chris.riley"
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") july 19, 2010 at 3:31 pm
Hello gsoyedog,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista
Processor: 1.4 GHz processor or
better Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 8 graphics
device with a 1 GB video card
DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard
Drive: 1 GB available space
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Additional Notes:
Please note that the game may
not function in Windows XP
Maximum: OS: Windows 7
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Processor: 2.8 GHz processor or
better Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX
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